
Chapter 4

Dependence of elliptic and

triangular flow parameters on

partonic scattering cross-section

The importance of AMPT (string melting) model in describing the results related to col-

lective flow has been established in the last chapter. Keeping this in mind we intend to

study the consequences of further tuning the model with different partonic interaction cross

sections. Such attempts have already been reported at RHIC and LHC energies [1–6].

The Au+Au collision system at Elab = 30A GeV considered in this analysis is typical to

the FAIR condition. The analysis of particle emission data in heavy-ion collisions at and

around Elab = 30A GeV has its own importances. Near this energy region the nuclear

stopping power is expected to be high [7–9]. The QCD matter, if created, is expected to be

rich in baryons and have a low to moderate temperature. Calculations based on a statisti-

cal model shows that in 210Pb+210Pb collision, the net baryon density of the intermediate

fireball would actually be maximum around Elab = 30A GeV [10]. Experimental results

on the strangeness enhancement suggest that the properties of hadronic/partonic matter

produced near 30A GeV might be different from that produced either moderately below or

above this energy [11]. Elliptic flow exhibits strong hydrodynamic behaviour which is an

indication that the matter formed in an AB collision is thermalized within a very short time

and collectively expands almost like a perfect fluid with low shear viscosity over entropy

(η/s) [12, 13]. A combined analysis of v2 and v3 is recommended, particularly their relative

strength has the potential to provide valuable information regarding the specific viscosity

(η/s) of the medium [14]. Following the arguments of viscous hydrodynamics [15, 16], one
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of the basic goals of this investigation is to shed some light on the sensitivity of the flow

parameters to viscous effects. Issues related to higher harmonic viscous damping [17] can

be better understood by varying the degree of partonic scattering.

4.1 Results and discussion

In this section we shall examine different issues related to the elliptic and triangular flow in

Au+Au collision at Elab = 30A GeV using the string melting version of AMPT tuning the

parton scattering cross section. In this investigation the scattering cross sections, usually

denoted by σ, are chosen to be 1.5 mb, 3 mb, 6 mb, and 10 mb. While comparing our
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Figure 4.1: Centrality dependence of integrated yield of charged hadrons in Au+Au
collisions at Elab = 30A GeV for different parton interaction cross sections.

simulation results with the NA49 experiment, we have used even a smaller value, σ = 0.1

mb. For each σ we have generated 106 minimum bias Au+Au event sample. The charged

hadron multiplicity density per participant pair or the normalized yield in the central particle

producing region for each σ, is graphically presented against Npart in Figure 4.1. For σ =

1.5 (10) mb the yield is found to be highest (lowest), and for a particular σ the yield is

either independent of centrality, or decreases very slowly. We observe that a higher σ

results in a marginally smaller yield, a feature that becomes a little more pronounced in

central collisions. Our analysis is restricted only to the charged hadrons. Therefore, at this

stage it is not quite possible to conclude whether this observation has something to do with

any special feature of partonic level interactions, or is a mere artifact of energy sharing by
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Figure 4.2: Average transverse momentum of charged hadrons at midrapidity plotted
against centrality in Au+Au collisions at Elab = 30A GeV for different parton interaction
cross sections.

some other processes like thermalization and/or collective flow. In Figure 4.2 the average

transverse momentum 〈pT 〉 is plotted against the centrality measure Npart for different σ-

values. We see that 〈pT 〉 monotonically increases with increasing Npart upto ≈ 300, though

at high centralities a tendency to saturate is quite visible. For the most central class of events

〈pT 〉 values for different σ lie within a narrow range between 0.32 and 0.37 GeV/c, with a

mean lying somewhere around 0.34 GeV/c. At all centralities we observe that a higher σ

consistently results in a higher 〈pT 〉, indicating thereby that the chance of binary interaction

positively influences the extent to which transverse degrees of freedom are excited in the

intermediate fireball. A higher saturation value of 〈pT 〉 is attributed to a higher isotropic

radial flow of charged hadrons in the transverse plane. This also perhaps partially explains

why a lower particle yield is found at a higher σ-value.

4.1.1 Initial geometric dependence of v2 and v3

Taking the initial fluctuations into account we have calculated the elliptic (v2) and trian-

gular (v3) flow parameters as functions of respectively eccentricity and triangularity in four

different intervals of centrality and for four different σ-values considered in this analysis.

The results are shown in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4. Extreme central and peripheral col-

lisions are kept out of the purview of this part of our analysis. It is observed that both

v2 and v3 grow linearly with increasing geometric measure of anisotropy of the overlapping

part of the colliding nuclei as well as with increasing σ. However, we also notice that with
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Figure 4.3: v2 as a function of ε2 in different Npart intervals for Au+Au collision at
Elab = 30A GeV for different parton interaction cross sections.
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Figure 4.4: v3 as a function of ε3 in different Npart intervals for Au+Au collision at
Elab = 30A GeV for different parton interaction cross sections.
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increasing ε2 the rise in v2 is steeper than that of v3 with increasing ε3. As expected, this

is an indication that the efficiency with which the initial spatial anisotropy gets converted

into the final state momentum space anisotropy, is more in elliptic flow than that in the

triangular flow. One should, however, keep it in mind that the latter is not a consequence

of any dynamics, but merely is an outcome of initial fluctuations in the numbers and dis-

tributions of participating nucleons in coordinate space. It is also interesting to note that

for the four centrality intervals considered, the vn versus εn (n = 2, 3) dependence becomes

slightly steeper with increasing centrality, a feature that is more prominent in v3, and an

observation which is almost similar to that of [18] at a RHIC energy.

4.1.2 Centrality dependence of v2 and v3

Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 show the centrality dependence of charged hadron elliptic flow and

triangular flow parameters at midrapidity for different partonic scattering cross sections.

In order to compare our v2-results with the available STAR data, the kinematic region

0.2 ≤ pT ≤ 2.0 GeV/c chosen for the simulation is same as that of the experiment. Both

v2 and v3 are found to increase with Npart in the peripheral region, which implies that

peripheral collisions are less efficient in converting the initial state spatial asymmetries into

the final state momentum space anisotropy. A higher σ consistently results in a higher

elliptic and triangular flow, which indicates the positive influence of partonic interactions in

generating collective flow even at FAIR energies. It has been noted in the previous chapter
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Figure 4.5: Centrality dependence of elliptic flow of charged hadrons at midrapidity in
Au+Au collision at Elab = 30A GeV for different parton interaction cross sections. STAR
data is taken from [3]
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Figure 4.6: Centrality dependence of triangular flow of charged hadrons at midrapidity
in Au+Au collision at Elab = 30A GeV for different parton interaction cross sections.

that except the most central and peripheral collisions, AMPT (string melting) with σ = 3 mb

could reasonably well describe the v2-data without considering the initial state fluctuations.

When event-by-event fluctuations present in the initial state are considered, σ = 1.5 mb

seems to be a slightly better choice at Elab = 30A GeV. Previously it has been reported

that the RHIC and LHC data are perhaps associated with a higher binary cross section [1].

However, a particular σ-value could neither describe the centrality dependence of v2 and v3

over the entire centrality range, nor could describe the same for v2 and v3 simultaneously.

It is obvious that v3 arises only from the event-by-event fluctuations of the participating

nucleons present within the overlapping part of the collision system. Perhaps it is due to this

reason v3 very marginally depends on centrality in the mid-central to most central range. A

comparison between Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 reflects that the influence of scattering cross

section is more pronounced in v3 rather than in v2. The maximum v3 corresponding to the

lowest and highest σ values differ almost by 43%, whereas the same for v2 is about 16% only.

It is argued in [19, 20] that within the perspective of viscous hydrodynamics higher partonic

scattering cross section is analogous to lower viscosity. In that sense v3 may be considered

to be more sensitive to the in-medium viscous effects. In Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 we

schematically represent the centrality dependence of vn/εn, a ratio known to be related to

the freeze-out temperature [21]. Though in Figure 4.3 we find that within large centrality

intervals v2 is proportional to ε2, as the minimum bias Au+Au event samples are classified

into finer centrality intervals, the v2/ε2-ratio actually shows a lot of variation with varying

Npart. We see that in the low-centrality region the ratio v2/ε2 increases almost linearly with

increasing centrality, the variation becomes nonlinear in the midcentral region reaching a
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Figure 4.7: Elliptical flow scaled by eccentricity against centrality for different parton
interaction cross sections at midrapidity for Au+Au collision at Elab = 30A GeV.
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Figure 4.8: Triangular flow scaled by triangularity against centrality for different parton
interaction cross sections at midrapidity in Au+Au collision at Elab = 30A GeV.

maximum at Npart ≈ 250 for all σ-values, and finally the ratio drops down from its maximum

point within a small interval of a few highest centrality classes. We note that the spatial

asymmetry of the almond-shaped overlapping part of the colliding nuclei is vanishingly

small in the highest centrality classes. It has been argued that in the low-density limit of

the intermediate fireball created in AB collisions, the elliptic flow should be proportional to

the elliptic anisotropy and the initial particle density [22], which certainly is not the case in
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our analysis. As the elliptic flow parameter is scaled by the eccentricity, the ratio is higher

at a higher σ-value considered in this analysis. The triangular flow parameter, when scaled

by the corresponding triangularity, increases monotonically (almost linear) with increasing

Npart. Once again a higher σ consistently results in a higher triangular flow scaled by the

triangularity. It appears that an experimentally obtained vn/εn-ratio can be modeled within

the framework of the AMPT (string melting) model by suitably adjusting the σ-value and

a few other parameters. To further verify the behaviour of scaled elliptical flow under the

low-density limit, in Figure 4.9 we have plotted the v2/ε2-ratio against the particle density

in the transverse plane. Once again it is found that, except for a few very high centrality

intervals, a proportionality like,
v2

ε2
∝ 1

S

dNch

dy
(4.1)

holds good. The proportionality constant may depend on the hydro-limit of v2/ε2, the bi-

nary scattering cross section, and the velocity of the elastic wave in the medium concerned

[23]. Here S is the transverse area of the overlapping zone of the colliding nuclei, and

dNch/dy is the rapidity density (a measure of rescattering within the fireball) of charged

hadrons. A higher σ corresponds to a higher slope of the linear relationship between v2/ε2

and S−1 (dNch/dy) as prescribed in Equation (4.1). At a few extreme high centralities the

observed deviation from the linear rising trend of the rest, may be attributed to a large

number of (re)scatterings that dilutes all kind of correlations including that related to the
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Figure 4.9: Elliptical flow scaled by eccentricity plotted against particle density in the
transverse plane for Au+Au collision at Elab = 30A GeV for different parton interaction
cross sections. Solid lines represent best fits to the data.
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Figure 4.10: Triangular flow scaled by triangularity against
√
Npart for different parton

interaction cross sections at midrapidity in Au+Au collision at Elab = 30A GeV. Solid lines
represent best fits to the data.

collective behaviour as well. The variation of the slope with partonic cross section is pre-

sented in the inset of Figure 4.9. We suggest that this diagram can be employed as a

calibration curve to trace back the degree of partonic effect from the experimentally deter-

mined slope of the v2/ε2 versus transverse particle density. We follow a similar technique

for v3/ε3-ratio, now transverse particle density is being replaced by N
1/2
part. An investigation

of this kind was introduced in [24] at different beam energies available at the RHIC. We

have extended the idea to be applied for different partonic scattering cross sections. Unlike

v2/ε2-ratio where the most central events are found to deviate significantly from the linear

trend of the rest, in Figure 4.10 we see that a linear relationship between v3/ε3 and N
1/2
part

is obeyed at all centralities. Once again from the inset of Figure 4.10 the slope of the linear

fit is found to monotonically rises with increasing σ, and the same argument of employing

it as a calibration curve to determine the extent of partonic degrees of freedom holds good

in this case too.

4.1.3 Relative strength of v2 and v3

We now measure the relative magnitude of the triangular flow with respect to the elliptic

flow as a function of Npart in different pT -intervals. In Figure 4.11 we plot the v3/v2-ratio

against Npart for the 0 − 80% centrality interval and for different σ-values. It is seen that

the v3/v2-ratio initially remains almost unchanged and then increases non-linearly with
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Figure 4.11: Dependence of v3/v2 on Npart in different p
T

bins for Au+Au collision at
Elab = 30A GeV for different parton interaction cross sections.

increasing centrality following almost a power-law. In the previous chapter this kind of

centrality dependence was attributed to multiplicity scaling [25]. In the smallest pT -interval

(0 ≤ pT ≤ 0.5 GeV/c), the centrality dependence of v3/v2-ratio is almost independent of σ.

As shown in Figure 4.11, the σ-dependence of v3/v2-ratio increases in the wider pT -ranges.

4.1.4 Transverse momentum dependence of v2 and v3

The role of partonic interactions in exciting the transverse degrees of freedom after a rel-

ativistic AB collision has been discussed at the beginning. Now, its time to scrutinize the

concurrent influence of parton scattering cross section and transverse momentum on the har-

monic flow coefficients. In Figure 4.12 we see that for the 0−10% most central collisions, v2

is almost independent of σ at low-pT . However, the σ-dependence becomes prominent as we

move toward peripheral collisions. It is to be noted that v2-values are maximum in the mid-

central collisions, where the dependence on partonic cross section at high-pT is also found to

be maximum. In mid-central collisions we see a saturation, and for σ = 1.5 mb a saturating

trend in the pT -dependence of v2 is observed at high-pT . These observations supplement

our results presented schematically in Figure 4.5. When we compare our results on v2 with

that obtained from the STAR Au+Au collision at
√
sNN = 7.7 GeV, no single value of σ is

found to be good enough to match the experiment everywhere. While σ = 1.5 mb appears

to fit well with the data up to pT = 1.0 GeV/c, experimental v2-values at intermediate pT

(1.0 ≤ pT ≤ 1.5 GeV/c) could be described with cross section of 3 mb, and σ = 6 mb seems
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Figure 4.12: p
T

dependence of v2 for different centrality windows at midrapidity in Au+Au
collision at Elab = 30A GeV for different parton interaction cross sections. STAR data is
derived from [3].

to follow the trail for pT ≥ 1.5 GeV/c. In Figure 4.13 we have studied a similar pT depen-

dence of v3 in four different centrality intervals. It is noticed that at each centrality interval

considered, the variation of v3 with pT is more or less identical to that of v2. In other words,

the triangular flow is not very sensitive to the collision centrality. This is an expected be-

haviour, as the elliptic flow is caused by the pressure gradient created over the almond shape

of the overlapping part of a collision, while triangular flow is caused from the fluctuations of

participating nucleons. Beyond the peripheral collisions, a relatively smaller eccentricity of

the overlapping part results in a higher pressure gradient and therefore a larger elliptic flow.

However, it is not necessary for the flow generated by initial fluctuations to be significantly

influenced by collision centrality. In Figure 4.14 we have plotted v2 against pT for charged

pions and protons separately as obtained from the NA49 experiment [26]. Corresponding

UrQMD and AMPT simulated values are also shown in the graph within the same pT and

same rapidity ranges, as well as using the same centrality criteria as those used in [26]. In

spite of using a reasonably wide range of σ-values, i.e. σ = 0.1, 1.5, 3.0, 6.0 mb, we observe

that neither the default nor the string melting version of AMPT can match the entire set of

experimental results for any single partonic cross section. In the 0 ≤ pT ≤ 1.0 GeV/c range

the experimental points behave in a fairly regular manner, at least in the peripheral (more

than 33.5% centrality) and midcentral (12.5−33.5% centrality) collisions. The AMPT in its

string melting version however, exceeds the experiment in this region for all partonic cross
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Figure 4.13: p
T

dependence of v3 for different centrality windows at midrapidity in Au+Au
collision at Elab = 30A GeV for different parton interaction cross sections.

sections, albeit AMPT (default) and UrQMD shows fair agreement. It is to be noted that

each 40A GeV Pb+Pb simulated event sample used in this context has the same statistics

(i.e., 106 Pb+Pb min. bias events) as that of the 30A GeV Au+Au event samples used

in our investigation. The disagreement between data and simulation observed at low-pT is

more prominent in mid-central collisions for pions, and in peripheral as well as mid-central

collisions for protons. The percentage errors (statistical only) associated with the simulated

v2-values for pions in the 0 ≤ pT ≤ 1.0 GeV/c range are less than 4% in peripheral and

less than 3% in mid-central collisions. Corresponding errors for protons are less than 9% in

peripheral and less than 5% in mid-central collisions. On the other hand, in most central

collisions the experimental values at high-pT are associated with large errors, and more than

one simulation lines pass through them. In order to match the experiment with simulation,

either the model perhaps requires a fine tuning and/or to reduce errors, there must be ex-

periments with higher statistics. The CBM experiment is expected to generate much larger

statistics than the NA49 experiment, and it would therefore be interesting to see to what

extent the flow results of AMPT simulation can come into agreement with the CBM results.
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Figure 4.14: NA49 data on p

T
dependence of v2 obtained from Pb+Pb interactions at

40A GeV compared with UrQMD and AMPT simulation (both default and string melting)
for pions and protons at different partonic cross sections and at different centralities. The
experimental values are shown as points, while corresponding simulations are shown by
continuous curves.

4.1.5 Pseudorapidity dependence of v2 and v3

The pseudorapidity (η) dependence of flow parameters is expected to inform us about the

longitudinal expansion of the fireball system created in an AB collision. Figure 4.15 and

Figure 4.16 depict that both v2 and v3 are highest valued at mid-rapidity (η0 ≈ 2.2) and

then both fall off in the forward/backward rapidity regions. Maximum particle density in

the central rapidty region results in significant (re)scattering among the hadrons, which is

being reflected in the high magnitudes of v2 and v3. This picture is again in conformity

with the Low Density Limit (LDL) predictions. While measuring the η-dependence of v2 we

have noted that for the 6 mb data, elliptic flow drops almost by 40% in between |η−η0| = 0

and |η − η0| = 2.0. In this context it would be worthy to mention that the PHOBOS

collaboration has reported a 25% drop in the v2(η)-value within the same kinematic range

at
√
sNN = 200 GeV [27], whereas at a typical LHC energy (

√
sNN = 2.76 TeV), ATLAS

collaboration noted a very weak η-dependence [28]. Thus, with decreasing collision energy

a strong pseudorapidity dependence of v2 is revealed, which can in general be ascribed to

the nuclear stopping [7, 8] and allied effects at FAIR energies. Within the same η-range as

discussed above, v3 drops by approximately 65%. Both v2 and v3 distributions have almost

Gaussian shape for all scattering cross sections under consideration. However being higher
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Figure 4.15: Elliptic flow as a function of pseudorapidity for different parton interaction
cross sections in Au+Au collision at Elab = 30A GeV.
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Figure 4.16: Triangular flow as a function of pseudorapidity for different parton interaction
cross sections in Au+Au collision at Elab = 30A GeV.

valued for a higher σ, the probable cause of such a behaviour is nothing but the frequency

of partonic interactions at the very early stage. Besides, one should also note a longitudinal

scaling type of behaviour in v2 in the target fragmentation region although the same is

absent in v3.
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4.2 Conclusion

In the framework of the AMPT (string melting) model we have presented some results

on the elliptic and triangular flow of charged hadrons produced in Au+Au interactions at

Elab = 30A GeV. Dependence of the flow parameters on initial conditions and partonic

scattering cross section are investigated. The dependence of both elliptic and triangular

flow parameters on the corresponding geometrical asymmetry, transverse momentum of

charged hadrons and centrality of collision behave as expected. Most of the observations

can either be interpreted in terms of geometrical effects and/or by the multiplicity scaling.

A higher partonic cross section is found to be more efficient in transforming the initial

anisotropy, either geometric or fluctuating in nature, to the final momentum anisotropy.

The dependence of flow parameters on partonic scattering cross section is almost always

qualitatively similar with but quantitatively different from each other by a small amount.

Triangular flow is almost independent of the collision centrality but extremely sensitive to the

scattering cross section. We also propose a technique to determine the comprehensiveness

of partonic activity, if any, present in the hot and dense nuclear matter produced in an

AB collision. We believe that these simulated results will help us understand several issues

related to the collective behaviour of hadronic and/or partonic matter in a baryon-rich and

moderate-temperature environment until real experiments are held. However, more fine

tuning of the models is possible if all free parameters are appropriately adjusted.
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